
The interesting part about WebApp is the
personalized learning experience as soon as the
user can choose the category, the type, and the
duration of the activities and mark as favorites
the activities that they like and have quick access
to them. Also, the users receive
recommendations via automated reminders
based on their preferences. They can track their
progress at any time and through their profile
they can see their achievements and interactions.

The learning activities in the BREAK THE CHAIN
WebApp transform the learning procedure into an
interactive and attractive learning process for
adults and trainers concerning fake news and
disinformation.

BREAK THE CHAIN Dynamic Demonstrator is
an online learning platform that offers an
interactive and personalized educational
experience, enhanced by visual learning tools. It
presents real-world scenarios to help learners
better grasp the concepts of fake news and
disinformation, fostering a deeper understanding.
The users through real-world scenarios
interactive challenges and insightful questions,
are prompted to make critical decisions, receiving
instant feedback to reinforce their understanding
of fake news and disinformation.

The second and third project results are available
and free for anyone and from any device with an
Internet connection! They are accessible in
English, Czech, Bulgarian, Dutch, Greek, French
and Spanish languages.

BREAK THE CHAIN WebApp is an application
that contains activities connected to the topic of
fake news and disinformation. This web
application is the ultimate digital tool for trainers
and adults to inform them about fake news and
disinformation and how we can fight it through a
critical approach. 

The learning activities are more than 120 and are
provided in a variety of ways such as texts,
videos, and quizzes and users can access them
anytime for free. The activities are organized into
three categories:

Disinformation: Theoretical Part
Disinformation: Practical Part
Specifics of teaching older adults

The theoretical and practical parts are addressed
to adults who are interested in learning about
fake news and disinformation while the third
category addresses media trainers who work with
adults and seniors.
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FIND THE WEB APP HERE

https://app.break-the-chain.eu/


The interesting part about the Dynamic Demonstrator tool is that it has a visual and
interactive character and the stories are visually depicted in the scenarios along with a
question where the learners have to choose among several answers. Additionally, the
users can easily interact with the scenarios that they feel familiar with and the feedback
appears immediately for them to understand the concept behind the answers. The
scenarios are designed carefully based on the users’ needs and this is the fact that turns
the Dynamic Demonstrator into a personalized tool.

BREAK THE CHAIN Dynamic Demonstrator engages the learners in an interactive
learning procedure for fake news and disinformation. Furthermore, the tool serves as a
retention tool, aiming to test the already acquired knowledge in a fun and appealing
manner.
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Scan the QR code and follow us on Social Media:

Project meeting in Madrid

BREAK THE CHAIN team met in Madrid for the second face-to-face meeting in September. The
meeting was hosted by our gracious partners at iCmedia. During the meeting, apart from
strengthening the bonds we discussed the finalization of the WebApp and the Dynamic
Demonstrator and we planned the next steps of the project.

FIND THE DYNAMIC DEMONSTRATOR HERE

https://ddemonstrator.break-the-chain.eu/

